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Remote Communication
in Industrial Networks
Industrial Networks Education

Description
Remote communication takes place around the globe. It has been used in the private and office environments for many
years, and is now being used more and more often in industry. For this reason, the utilization of public network infrastructures is preferred, which by now provides comprehensive coverage virtually worldwide. However, these networks
are unsecure transmission media, thus, the remote communication must be secured through the application of appropriate technologies.
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Objective

Target Group

In addition to the basics of remote communication, participants will learn about network types and Internet access
technologies, as well as network structures in remote communication. Using practical exercises you will put VPN
technologies and SINEMA RC solutions into operation.

Plant Engineers, Control Engineers, System Engineers,
Commission Engineers, Application Engineers, Operations
or IT Network Engineers, Service and Maintenance Personnel, Facility Managers, technical Sales Personnel
Requirements

After attending this course, participants are able to plan
and implement networks for remote communication. Furthermore, participants can install SINEMA RC solutions, put
them into operation, and apply the solution with its capabilities and various functions in an application example.

Basic network knowledge, e.g., transmission methods,
addressing and transport of data, as well as a basic understanding of security topics such as IPsec or OpenVPN.
Experience in handling the PG with a web browser and
STEP 7 knowledge would be helpful.

Contents
◾ Introduction to the basics of remote communication
◾ Network types, network technologies and network
structures
◾ Learning about VPN technologies
◾ Introduction to the system solution SINEMA RC
◾ Procedure for the installation and commissioning of
SINEMA RC
◾ Understanding the function of SINEMA RC
◾ Comprehensive exercises
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Certification (Siemens CEIN-LEVEL)
Following the training, there is an option of taking
a certification test. This test is part of the certification to become a “Siemens Certified Expert for
Industrial Networks”, which consists of several individual tests.

The information provided in this flyer contains merely general descriptions or
characteristics of performance which in case of actual use do not always apply as
described or which may change as a result of further development of the products.
An obligation to provide the respective characteristics shall only exist if expressly
agreed in the terms of contract. Availability and technical specifications are subject
to change without notice.
All product designations may be trademarks or product names of Siemens AG or
supplier companies whose use by third parties for their own purposes could violate
the rights of the owners.

